Motivation: Around 75% of all mass spectra remain unidentified by widely adopted proteomic strategies. We present DiagnoProt, an integrated computational environment that can efficiently cluster millions of spectra and use machine learning to shortlist high-quality unidentified mass spectra that are discriminative of different biological conditions. Results: We exemplify the use of DiagnoProt by shortlisting 4366 high-quality unidentified tandem mass spectra that are discriminative of different types of the Aspergillus fungus. Availability and Implementation: DiagnoProt, a demonstration video and a user tutorial are available at http://patternlabforproteomics.org
Introduction
The central paradigm of shotgun proteomics relies on comparing experimental mass spectra against those theoretically generated from a sequence database to identify and quantitate peptides and, ultimately, proteins (Eng et al., 1994; Washburn et al., 2002) . As it stands, shotgun proteomics has revolutionized biotechnology, biomedical research and biology as a whole. It is a powerful technique that has been successfully applied in the characterization of new organisms and in the study of pathologies.
In general, though, around 75% of the mass spectra of a typical experiment remain unidentified (Griss et al., 2016) . Several causes may preclude identification of tandem mass spectra (MS/MS). Some of the many possible features to which the number of unidentified spectra can be correlated are the charge state of the precursor, whether or not high-resolution fragments were measured, the size of the sequence database used for identification, and if the sequence is actually in the database. Complementary approaches such as de novo (Seidler et al., 2010) or error-tolerant searching (Leprevost et al., 2014) can, to some extent, handle missing sequences. However, it still remains a fact that many high-quality spectra are overlooked. For example, when studying a disease such as cancer or comparing a resistant versus a non-resistant bacterial strain, there will be mutations or PTMs resulting from such altered states. These modifications are ultimately reflected by high-quality, 'golden' Applications Note diagnostic spectra that will nevertheless be overlooked by typical proteomic pipelines. With this as motivation, we present DiagnoProt, a user-friendly computational environment that can pinpoint high-quality, discriminative unidentified spectra, thus spinning what was massspectrometry waste into diagnostic gold. DiagnoProt achieves this by combining pattern recognition algorithms, spectral clustering and mass-spectra quality control filters within an integrated computational environment. DiagnoProt is capable of seamlessly organizing millions of mass spectra into a knowledge base, ultimately facilitating the sharing of data and boosting collaborations across institutions. Our software can also interact with peptide spectrum matching search tools, enabling the identification of many spectral clusters. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by comparing three Aspergillus fungi, viz., A.flavus, A.oryzae and A.parasiticus, kindly provided by the Fiocruz reference collection. DiagnoProt successfully listed thousands of high-quality discriminative mass spectra that had remained unidentified by our PatternLab 4.0 proteomic data analysis protocol (Carvalho et al., 2015) using the widely adopted Comet (Eng et al., 2015) search engine at its core.
We acknowledge project GNPS (Wang et al., 2016) , which stems from an undertaking similar to that which led to DiagnoProt and is devoted to mass spectra of natural products.
Materials and methods
Three biological replicates of Aspergillus (A.flavus, A.oryzae and A.parasiticus) and blank runs were analyzed in technical duplicates using nano-chromatography coupled online with an Orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer according to protocols previously described (Aquino et al., 2012) . The raw mass spectra files are available at the project's website. In what followed, each of DiagnoProt's main functionalities was applied to this dataset: knowledge base (KB) creation, selection of discriminant spectra, shortlisting of unidentified discriminant spectra, and PCA and classification of proteomic profiles.
KB creation. The first step is to cluster the spectra according to a user-defined dot-product threshold to create a KB, which can be relative to numerous biological conditions. Spectra are only clustered together after satisfying certain quality control (QC) criteria; for these, DiagnoProt relies on Xrea (Na and Paek, 2006) , which is a signal-to-noise score, and on a new score, henceforth referred to as the Balance score. Balance measures how far the distribution of peak intensities learned from a reference dataset stands from that of a given spectrum, and therefore is complementary to Xrea. This 'distance' is measured using the KullbackLeibler divergence from the normalized intensities of a 100 m/z binned spectrum to the normalized intensity distribution of a reference collection of high-quality, similarly binned spectra. The reference collection was obtained by selecting 4000 confidently identified spectra from a Mus musculus dataset to generate our learning model ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ); notwithstanding this, DiagnoProt can also incorporate new models tailored towards other spectrometers or digestion protocols. Distributions were obtained for precursors of different charge states (e.g. 2þ, 3þ).
Selection of discriminant spectra and shortlisting. DiagnoProt's KB explorer displays a table listing how many discriminative cluster nodes exist for each pairwise comparison of biological conditions ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ). By clicking on a cell containing such a count of cluster nodes, a spectrum cluster browser enables viewing each representative spectrum together with detailed information (e.g. charge state, precursor m/z, etc.) and QC scores (Fig. 1) . The window also provides means for running the Comet search engine to add XCorr values to the existing Xrea and Balance QC scores.
This enables shortlisting those mass spectra with good Xrea and Balance scores (e.g. Xrea > 0.4 and Balance < 1) that nevertheless remained unidentified by Comet (because, e.g. of having XCorr < 1.5). These spectra, being exclusive to each condition but having remained unidentified by standard proteomic identification procedures, qualify for further examination with complementary experimental methods or computational proteomic identification algorithms.
PCA and classification of proteomic profiles. DiagnoProt enables generating a PCA plot for each mass spectrometry analysis included in its KB. This is useful in that it provides a bird's-eye view as to how 'proteomically close' two biological conditions are to each other. A PCA plot for the Aspergillus dataset is given in Supplementary Figure S3 . Such a plot is obtained from the square matrix comprising the Jaccard indices between the spectral collections of each pair of biological replicates in the KB. DiagnoProt also enables classifying an unknown mass spectrometric analysis as to which of the biological conditions in a KB it is closest to. This is achieved by applying the QC procedure, clustering all spectra in the query files, and then computing the Jaccard index between each query cluster and the cluster of each biological condition in the KB. Of the latter, the condition yielding the highest Jaccard index can be flagged as the most likely assignment to the query cluster in question.
Results and discussion
The KB generated for the three fungi revealed 1861 spectral clusters to be exclusive to A. flavus, 2272 to A. oryzae and 1908 to A. parasiticus. Of these, respectively 1457, 1289 and 1620 were found by Comet to have low XCorr (i.e. <1.5) despite their high-quality status according to DiagnoProt's QC parameters. DiagnoProt was therefore able to shortlist many high-quality spectra that would have been missed by a standard proteomic approach regardless of their possible biological importance.
Leave-one-out cross validation correctly classified all three fungi and the blank runs. Thus, even though our results refer to one single demonstration dataset, we anticipate that DiagnoProt may come to be useful in classifying disease profiles or separating resistant from non-resistant bacterial strains. We also expect DiagnoProt to work as efficiently for types of mass spectrometry profiling other than that of peptides and proteins (e.g. lipids). Fig. 1 DiagnoProt's spectrum cluster browser displaying a high-quality (Xrea > 0.4 and Balance < 1) mass spectrum that remained unidentified by Comet
